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The 2016 UK Energy Productivity Audit

The UK spent £140bn on energy in 2015.
Energy costs have risen by 26% in last 10 years

Energy productivity describes using the same, or less
energy to do more. Better energy productivity strengthens
businesses’ competitiveness, helps boost overall productivity,
improves energy security and can contribute to reducing the
UK’s carbon emissions.

spent on energy in 2015

+26%
UK energy spent

The UK can improve energy productivity by improving the
efficiency of its energy supply or by improving the efficiency
of its energy use.
Over the last Parliament, industrial and commercial
businesses improved their energy productivity significantly,
while the power sector showed limited improvement. Far
more significant energy productivity improvements are
needed to deliver our long-term climate goals.
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Energy productivity policies are not on
track to meet the UK’s carbon commitments
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But the efficiency of electricity supply has
remained broadly unchanged

These productivity gains are from energy
savings in the industrial, services and
domestic sectors

But we are also making £1.7bn more
goods per unit of energy since 2010

Goods and services produced in
£ per unit of energy consumed

Energy is a vital input to the UK economy. Like labour,
capital and other economic inputs, using energy more
productively supports our economic growth and protects
our environment.
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Has energy
productivity
improved in the
last five years?

Sector

Is energy
productivity
delivering our
carbon goals?

Has energy
productivity policy
improved in the
last five years?

Policy changes
2010-2016

Industrial

Industrial: Carbon tax reform leading to simplified regulatory regime, with removal of Carbon Reduction Commitment and
increase in Climate Change Levy. Reform process still ongoing, but new efficiency support rejected as part of reforms. Likely
expansion of Energy Saving Opportunity Scheme. Continuation of Climate Change Agreements.

Commercial
and public sector

Commercial and public sector: Carbon tax reform leading to simplified regulatory regime. Reform process still ongoing,
but new efficiency support rejected as part of reforms. Likely expansion of Energy Saving Opportunity Scheme. Ending
of zero carbon building requirement for new non-domestic buildings. Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards for rented
non-domestic properties.

Household

Household: Ending of zero carbon building requirements requirement for new residential developments, except in London.
Risk to local efficiency standards from potential removal of ‘Merton Rule’. Significantly reduced ambition for household
retrofit and closure of Green Deal. Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards for rented domestic properties.

Power

Power: Removal of levy exemption certificates for CHP, partly mitigated by part relief from Carbon Price Support. Rejection
of bespoke CHP policy. Capacity Market delivering highly inefficient new diesel power plant. Renewables Obligation successful
in delivering new bioenergy CHP, but Contracts for Difference scheme not investable.

Expert survey on energy efficiency policies between 2012 and 2015
No or very little progress;
a few additional policies

The carbon budget policy gap by sector

Good or significant progress;
a range of additional policies

Cost-effective
pathway to 2030:
‘on track’ carbon
emissions reduction

UK

Cost-effective pathway to
2030 ‘policy gap’ carbon
emissions reduction, other
measures needed

Cost-effective pathway to 2030:
‘policy gap’ carbon emissions
reduction, energy efficiency
measures needed
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